In the Matter of

LightSquared Subsidiary LLC

Request for Modification of its Authority for
an Ancillary Terrestrial Component

To: The Commission

REPLY TO OPPOSITION

The U.S. GPS Industry Council, along with its members Trimble Navigation Limited and Garmin International, Inc. (collectively referred to herein as the “Council”) and the Air Transport Association of America, Inc. (“ATA”), by their attorneys and pursuant to Sections 1.115(d) and (f) of the Commission’s Rules (47 C.F.R. §§ 1.115(d) & (f)), hereby reply to the “Consolidated Opposition of LightSquared Subsidiary LLC,” filed March 14, 2011 (“Opposition”) relating to International Bureau (“Bureau”) grant of LightSquared’s application to modify its L-band Mobile-Satellite Service (“MSS”) Ancillary Terrestrial Component (“ATC”) authorization (“Order”). ¹ The LightSquared Opposition fails to address in any meaningful way the serious procedural and substantive infirmities of the Order, and provides no legal or other support to buttress the Bureau’s flawed actions and conclusions. Accordingly, the Application for Review submitted by the Council and ATA should be granted expeditiously.

LightSquared devotes a substantial portion of its Opposition to revisionist history, seeking to create the false impression that the type of deployment it now proposes is an inevitable

¹ LightSquared Subsidiary LLC, 26 FCC Rcd 566 (IB 2011).
application of the ATC concept. In fact, the modified operations conditionally allowed by the Order represent a paradigm shift, not LightSquared’s claimed “evolution.”

As explained in the Council/ATA Application for Review, the ATC concept contemplated purely ancillary terrestrial operations complementary to MSS. The Commission stated unambiguously that the integrated service requirement “forbids MSS/ATC operators from offering ATC-only subscriptions.” As a complement to MSS, ATC necessarily must protect MSS system operators’ own low-powered satellite signals and therefore cannot also feature highly-concentrated terrestrial use that would block these sensitive signals – use that would also pose a serious desensitization risk to GPS receivers in the adjacent band. LightSquared’s radically revised approach, however, decouples retail terrestrial operations from its satellite service by allowing wholesale provision of service to third-party providers that will market terrestrial-only services, the very type of service that the Commission expressly prohibited when it adopted the integrated service requirement. The fact that some dual-use L-band handsets will remain “available” does not alter this fundamental shift in approach or the real world harmful impact of these new widespread, high-power terrestrial operations on existing service providers and users that depend on the established L-band signal environment. This new business and technical model poses a serious risk of widespread desensitization of GPS devices for the first time.

---

2 See Opposition at 3-9 and 19-20.
3 See Opposition at 3.
4 Application for Review at 8-9. See also Flexibility for Delivery of Communications by Mobile Satellite Service Providers in the 2 GHz Band, the L-Band, and the 1.6/2.4 GHz Bands (Report & Order), 18 FCC Rcd 1962, 2009 (¶ 88) (2003) (“This integrated service requirement and the other rules adopted today will help ensure that MSS remains first and foremost a satellite service and that the terrestrial component remains ancillary to the primary purpose of the MSS system”).
5 Flexibility for Delivery of Communications by Mobile Satellite Service Providers in the 2 GHz Band, the L-Band, and the 1.6/2.4 GHz Bands (Second Reconsideration Order), 20 FCC Rcd 4616, 4628 (¶ 33) (2005), quoted in Application for Review at 8-9.
6 See Ex Parte Notification Letter from Stephen D. Baruch, Counsel to the U.S. GPS Industry Council, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, and Attached Presentation Slides (dated January 7, 2011). See also Letter from Stephen D.
As demonstrated in the Application for Review, the Bureau lacked authority to alter fundamentally the use of the MSS L-Band spectrum. Nevertheless, LightSquared seems to argue that the Order actually accepted LightSquared’s integrated service showing as consistent with the integrated service rule. LightSquared’s attempt to justify an action distinct from the one the Bureau took is squarely in conflict with the Order, which specifically stated that LightSquared’s proposal to deploy ubiquitous terrestrial-only handsets failed to comply with the integrated service requirement.

More fundamentally, the procedural defects afflicting the Order require that the Commission set it aside. Contrary to the Order, which LightSquared does not justify but merely parrots, the Bureau treated LightSquared’s application from the outset as a modification with an alternative waiver request, and not as a stand-alone request for waiver. The Order itself makes plain that the modification is not minor because it both: (1) raises serious interference issues, 

Baruch, Counsel for the U.S. GPS Industry Council, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, dated January 20, 2011, at Appendix 2 (interference study performed by Garmin International).

7 There is no merit to LightSquared’s revisionist arguments that the GPS receiver desensitization issue was somehow settled by past agreements relating to distinct out-of-band emission concerns. The Council has consistently engaged in good faith discussions to resolve on a case-by-case basis past interference issues relating to the introduction of a truly ancillary terrestrial component of MSS; it is wrong for LightSquared to try now to use the Council’s past cooperation with LightSquared’s predecessors in interest as a cudgel to assert incorrectly that the new and distinct issues arising now were implicated by these prior discussions.

8 See Application for Review at 6-10 and 17-18.

9 See Opposition at 14 (arguing that “LightSquared’s showing ... fell squarely within the terms of the present rule”).

10 See Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 579 (¶ 24) (titled “Failure to Satisfy the Rule,” and stating that “LightSquared’s wholesale customers cannot offer terrestrial-only service to their subscribers without violating LightSquared’s obligations under the rules”).

11 See Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 578 (¶ 23) & n.100.

12 Opposition at 12.

13 See FCC Public Notice, “Policy Branch Information: Satellite Space Applications Accepted for Filing,” Report No. SAT-00738, at 1 (released November 18, 2010) (LightSquared “requests modification of its authority for an Ancillary Terrestrial Component (ATC) ... [and] requests that, if the information provided does not establish compliance with the rule, the Commission waive the requirement”).

14 See Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 585 & 586 (¶¶ 39 & 41).
and (2) requires a waiver of the MSS ATC integrated service requirement. Despite these clear findings, LightSquared continues to repeat the discredited contention that all "ATC modification applications are minor modifications." The rule LightSquared cites, however, states unambiguously that such treatment is limited to cases "where the particulars of operations provided by the application comply with the criteria specified in § 25.149," criteria which the Bureau stated LightSquared did not meet.

Because the modification sought by LightSquared was not a minor change under Section 309(c) of the Communications Act (the “Act”), its application was subject to the full public notice and pleading requirements of Sections 309(b) and (d) of the Act, which require a thirty day comment/petition period. Neither the Bureau nor the Commission has the authority to waive a statutory requirement, or find that alternative procedures were sufficient. For this reason alone, the Commission must find that the Bureau acted improperly in issuing the Order.

Finally, LightSquared is simply incorrect in asserting that the Application for Review raises new issues, and is therefore subject to treatment as a petition for reconsideration. The Council has consistently argued that the LightSquared application raised policy issues beyond the Bureau’s authority and should be addressed via rulemaking. The Council made clear during the Bureau’s consideration of the LightSquared application that the Bureau lacked the authority to

---

13 See Order, 26 FCC Rcd at 579-585 (¶ 24-38).
16 Opposition at 12.
17 47 C.F.R. § 1.117(f) (emphasis added).
18 See 47 U.S.C. § 309(c)(2)(A) (exempting minor change applications from public notice requirements); §309(b) (requiring that applications subject to public notice not be granted until "thirty days following issuance of public notice"); and §309(d) (requiring that applications placed on public notice under Section 309(b) be subject to a comment/petition period of "no less than thirty days").
19 See, e.g., Kojo Worldwide Corp., et al., 24 FCC Rcd 14890, 14896 (¶ 11) (2009) ("neither the International Bureau nor the Commission ... [has] the authority to waive a statutory requirement").
20 See Opposition at 9-10, citing 47 C.F.R. § 1.115(c).
issue the requested waiver.\textsuperscript{22} To the extent that the Application for Review cites subsidiary legal flaws occasioned by the issuance of the \textit{Order} itself, these points are merely a byproduct of the Bureau’s improper action and do not raise any new “question of fact or law.”\textsuperscript{23} Because the Commission must determine whether the Bureau acted beyond its authority, all of the currently pending pleadings, including the Petition for Reconsideration filed by Deere & Company, should be referred to and acted upon by the Commission as Applications for Review.

For the reasons set forth herein and in the Application for Review, the Council and ATA respectfully request that the Commission vacate the \textit{Order} as improperly and unlawfully granted.
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